Are you a news enthusiast?

Subscribe today to the most read on-line news in the city.

Web News
304 Greenway Ave.
Enterprise America, NY 13220
Stories

Interview with our Judge, Elise Clifford!

Reporter: Would you come back to Enterprise America?

Elise: Yes, it is a great community to live in! It needs some work, but it is great.

Reporter: Do you think others should work in Enterprise America?

Elise: Yes, it is a great experience!

Interview with Tessa, of Enterprise America!

Reporter: How would you describe your experience in Enterprise America?

Tessa: It is great, fun, and interesting!

Interview with Aamori, the Café owner!

Reporter: How do you help the city of Enterprise America?

Aamori: By feeding and giving the community refreshments and food!

Reporter, Rose Fennessy

Interview with Ashley, of the bank!

Reporter: What is special about your business?

Ashley: We make sure that everyone gets their money to buy products.

Julia, a citizen of Enterprise!

Reporter: How will the experience help prepare you?

Julia: It shows you what real life will be like!
New: Interview with our own Judge, Elise Clifford!

Reporter: Would you come back to Enterprise America?

Elise: Yes, it is a great community to live in! It needs some work, but it is great.

Reporter: Do you think others should work in Enterprise America?

Elise: Yes, it is a great experience!

Interview with Aamori, the Rise and Grind owner!

Reporter: How do you help the city of Enterprise America?

Aamori: By feeding and giving the community refreshments and food!
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Why did everyone leave the sports shop?
Want to learn more about our government?
And so much more!
Find out in the next edition of Hex News!